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to be noted ...
A NEW LOOK AT "THE PUZZLING PRESIDIO"

Volume XLI, number 1 of NMHR (January 1966) contained an
article entitled, "The Puzzling Presidio: San Phelipe de Guevavi, alias
Terrenate." In it I sought to disentangle the Jesuit mission of Guevavi and
the military post that came to bear the same name. Having affirmed that
the presidio was never anywher~ near the mission, I went on to describe,
incidentally, where I thought it was. And there, I myself fell victim to
the puzzle.
First to tell me that I had erred as to the location was Mr. Carl Hays
of Deming, New Mexico. Next, Mr. Robert F. Torrance, Treasurer of
the Compaiifa Minera de Cananea, Sonora, kindly invited me to visit the
true site with him, which I did.
There can be no doubt. The stone footings and mounds which mark the
crumbled walls of the captain's house on the bluff and the attendant buildings above and below conform unmistakably to the 1766 map of Lieutenant Joseph de Urrutia.
On previous trips searching for the puzzling presidio I had passed
unknowingly within twenty yards of the site, and I had flown over it a
dozen times. Unfortunately, I was too intent upon finding the "small hill
of hard, whitish rock" described by Captain Bonilla in 1774· The mesa 1
photographed from the air seemed to fit the bill. On the ground, however,
there were few signs that anyone, let alone three hundred persons, had
ever lived there. The actual site, on a brown bluff overlooking the
Arroyo de T errenate, is several miles to the east.
Downstream from the presidia! remains at Terrenate, Mr. Torrance
pointed out the site of Las Nutrias, a probable later location of the
garrison. Some heavy stone foundations there suggest that construction
of a new presidio may have been commenced at that place during the
mid-177o's, just before the move north to Santa Cruz.
Hopefully, both these sites will be properly excavated in the near
future. The results should tell a great deal about life in a garrison on the
Sonora frontier and thus contribute to the solution of some of the puzzles
that remain.
JOHN L. KESSELL

Location of Terrenate presidio :
On rise behind visible buildings looking northwest.

Site of Terrenate presidio
Captain's house on high ground above corral.

